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Summary
The need for better and more consistent sales
performance has enabled the creation of a new category,
sales coaching and learning. In this inaugural report,
Aragon evaluates 14 major providers who are helping
sales organizations take their performance to new levels
of achievement.
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Introduction
Sales leaders have realized that they need more than the traditional LMS-based approach to
onboard, train and coach their sales teams to be the best they can be. The market has
responded—and it represents a diversion from the traditional corporate learning market.
Aragon is declaring that sales coaching and learning (SCL) has become a market unto itself
with a set of characteristics that make the process of training, practice and just-in-time
learning a breeze. This trend has been developing for some time, but the ease of adding video
capabilities into platforms has been one of the driving forces that has allowed providers to set
themselves, and this new market, apart from traditional corporate learning.

Figure 1: Key elements of a sales coaching and learning platform.

Why SCL vs. Corporate Learning
Learning is back and it is breaking away from the talent management suite that was the
dominant marketing bundle over the last few years. There is also a bifurcation occurring in the
market; sales coaching and learning is breaking away from corporate learning due to the need
for more real-time learning, more real-time coaching, better analytics, and a better mobile
experience.
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When it comes to learning, the LMS is not the be-all end-all that it once was. The challenge
facing business leaders in 2019 is how to make learning a continuous part of work versus
learning sporadically. Learning is not a one-and-done operation; trends, issues and
challenges that affect the business today can and will change tomorrow, and associates need
access to the tools that will prepare them to troubleshoot these issues and to improve their
performance.
How Technology Is Driving the Shift to Digital Selling
Technology is driving the shift to digital selling and as a result, the sales engagement market
continues to grow and mature. More and more buyers are sales savvy, and that means that
both the engagement and the content need to be on target. Sales engagement platforms
(SEPs) can help sales people be more focused in their approach by providing them with an
organized workflow. The need for better sales training is what has caused the sales coaching
and learning platform to emerge, to work in tandem with the SEP in supporting sales teams.
The Need for Better Sales Training
The skills needed to sell and to convey product knowledge, particularly constantly changing
information, means that sales people need to constantly be learning and practicing their
delivery. Just like a sports team, sales professionals need to prep for client interactions (i.e.
the sales call) and they also need feedback from their coach, which is their manager.
The Rise of Sales Coaching and Learning
Sales training is not new, but what is new is that there are new platforms that can do this
digitally—which means that both sales reps and managers have a better idea on where they
stand in their learning journey.
For years, sales training was done when someone was hired via the onboarding process, or
in the classroom through what is called a ride along. The need to constantly be training and
practicing is what has led to the rise of this new market.
Aragon is not saying that the corporate learning market is going away because it, too, is
shifting. That said, there is too much pressure on sales teams to perform at a high level. Sales
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coaching and learning offerings are more tailored to the daily demands of sales teams, and
that is why the demand for these offerings is skyrocketing.
Sales Engagement vs. Sales Coaching and Learning
There is a trend in the market for a few providers to natively offer an SEP platform along with
sales coaching and learning. Today, sales coaching and learning is a distinct offering that is
breaking out of the corporate learning category. Some SEP providers have a SCL offering
(Bigtincan, Brainshark, SalesHood, and Showpad), while many other providers partner for it.
One of the reasons that delivering on the promise of sales coaching and learning is difficult is
because delivering training requires content, and not all SEP/SCL providers offer training
content. Aragon will be doing a complete review of sales coaching and learning providers in
our Tech Spectrum for Sales Coaching and Learning.
The key functionality that enterprises should look for in an SCL Platform includes:
•

Onboarding

•

Video role plays (can also include audio)

•

Just-in-time micro-learning

•

Ongoing skills development

•

Ability to manage content and courses

•

Analytics
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Figure 2: Sales engagement platform providers are now beginning to offer sales coaching and learning natively or
via a partnership.

Onboarding: How Quickly Can You Prepare a New Team?
Onboarding is a constant challenge for any sales organization. The time to train and get a new
representative into a producing territory is what onboarding is all about, ideally with a
repeatable process. SLC platforms allow for a consistent learning process—another reason
why enterprises need sales coaching and learning platforms.
Sales leaders know that it has always been about sales readiness; the combination of
onboarding, training, knowledge sharing that make for a productive sales individual and team.
Sales reps also desire a modern approach to learning, and they want to make learning an
integral part of their job and the buying experience. To meet these needs, a complete
approach to learning is a requirement; simply having an LMS in place is no longer sufficient.
This trend is pushing the demand for and the growth of the sales coaching and learning
market.
Just-In-Time Micro-Learning
The idea of reviewing what you are going to do on an upcoming sales call is a best practice
that top performers engage in every day. SCL offerings do this for everyone by being able to
allow a rep to review a key concept or key product features right before a call.
In complex industries like life sciences, taking a quiz or reviewing a video is a way to ensure
that you have the knowledge at your fingertips before you go on the call. Additionally, analytics
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help managers understand the reps that are doing the microlearning versus ones that are not.
It often shows up in the sales results for the month.
Video Learning Is Critical for Role Plays
Historically, people have learned quicker by observing a hands-on instructional session. This
is true in almost every profession. The expert shows the students how to accomplish a task
or develop a skill.
Given the global nature of work, video learning is a way to accomplish the same results as
being there with an expert. The reason enterprises need video learning now is due to the
unprecedented speed of business; workforces are no longer staying in place like they used
to.
This turnover puts high stress on the enterprise, which itself is under siege from more nimble
competitors. To keep up and to move faster, video learning solves some of the biggest issues
an enterprise—especially an enterprise sales team—faces.
Coaching Is Critical to Learning
Sales managers live their daily life managing deals, their forecast and their team. Taking the
time to coach is often harder today, in part because managers are sometimes not in the same
city as all of their team. SCL helps sales managers understand who needs coaching and
reminds them to do it.
This approach not only helps the representative because they know they are going to get
regular coaching, but it also helps a new sales manager make sure they don’t miss this critical
step. Realize that not everyone needs the same type of coaching; every rep’s skill level, sales
development and client interaction is different.
Analytics: A Key Component of the SCL Platform
I.

The Key to Higher Performance

Understanding what sales teams know versus what they need to know is part of the challenge
for sales enablement teams at any enterprise. Analytics from sales coaching and learning
providers are getting better, but there is still room for improvement.
II.

Guided Selling Is Still a Work in Progress

Knowing how and when to touch a sales lead can be challenging, and knowing what to share
is often daunting for new sales people or for new products. Today, most of the guidance is
being offered via prescriptive or predictive content recommendations. True guided selling is
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still a desired state, but many SEPs are providing stronger recommendations on next best
steps in a sale.
Prescriptive recommendations tell a sales representative what to share in different parts of a
sale. These are usually rules-based, and marketing can add the content to each step of the
sale for representatives to use. Predictive content is where machine learning comes in and
shows content that may be appropriate, or content that was used in a similar deal. Sales reps
then have options regarding what to use. The more accurate predictive content
recommendations are, the better the engagement with the sales rep can be.
Aragon recommends that enterprises look carefully at the prescriptive and predictive analytics
capabilities available now, as well as what is in store for the future via providers’ roadmaps.
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Market Overview & Key Aspects of Sales Coaching and Learning
Tech Spectrum Overview
The Aragon Research Tech Spectrum is our newest market evaluation tool that
graphically represents analysis of both emerging and mature markets and the vendors
that participate in them. We use a rigorous analysis of each vendor using two dimensions
that enable comparative evaluation of the participants in a given market. The Tech
Spectrum looks at a focused set of criteria that helps enterprise planners understand
and navigate the market of technology provider options.
The Aragon Research Tech Spectrum for Sales Coaching and Learning is segmented
into three sectors, representing high and low on both the Product/Service and
performance dimensions. Vendors fit into one of the following sectors:
Leaders
Leaders are providers who have comprehensive strategies and products/services that
align with industry direction and market demand, and who effectively perform against
that strategic backdrop. Leaders help to drive a market and in a majority of cases, have
a vision for the future.
Contenders
Contenders are providers with strong performance, but with more limited or less
complete strategies. Their performance positions them well to challenge for leadership
by expanding their strategic focus.
Promising
Promising providers have strong strategic understanding and objectives but have yet to
perform effectively across all elements of that strategy. This includes breakout or
emerging players who maybe focusing on specific capabilities.

Dimensions of Analysis
The following parameters are tracked in this analysis:
Performance represents a vendor’s effectiveness in executing its defined strategy. This
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includes selling and supporting the defined product offering or service. The performance
evaluation includes:
•

Awareness: Market awareness of the firm and its product.

•

Customer experience: Feedback on the product, installs, upgrades and overall
satisfaction.

•

Viability: Financial viability of the provider as measured by financial statements.

•

Pricing and packaging: Assessing if the offering priced and packaged competitively.

•

Product: The mix of features tied to the frequency and quality of releases and updates.

•

R&D: Investment in research and development as evidenced by overall architecture.

Strategy reflects the degree to which a vendor has the market understanding and
strategic intent that are at the forefront of market direction. That includes providing the
capabilities that customers want in the current offering and recognizing where the market
is heading. The strategy evaluation includes:
•

Product

•

Product strategy

•

Market understanding: how well product roadmaps reflect that understanding

•

Marketing

•

Management team: including time in the job and understanding of the market

Inclusion Criteria
The Aragon Research Tech Spectrum for Sales Coaching and Learning, 2019 will help
clients differentiate between the many vendors who offer technologies to let enterprises
manage and plan better customer experiences and journeys.
Sales Coaching and Learning is a market that is specifically focused on sales
organizations. To participate in this report, providers need to meet these criteria:
•
•

A minimum of $3 million in primary revenue for sales coaching and learning (sales
onboarding, sales coaching, sales learning), or a minimum of $10 million in revenue in
a related market (corporate learning/talent, enterprise video).
Shipping product — product must be announced and available.
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Exclusions
The following vendors were excluded from this Aragon Research Tech Spectrum
because they did not have enough functionality, user adoption, or revenue aimed at sales
coaching and learning:
•
•
•

Lessonly
WorkRamp
Xvoyant
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The Tech Spectrum™ for Sales Coaching and Learning, 2019
(As of February 21, 2019)

Figure 3: The Tech Spectrum for Sales Coaching and Learning, 2019
™
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Leaders
Allego
Allego, based in Needham, Massachusetts, offers a sales coaching and learning platform that
was designed to leverage video from its launch several years ago. Allego makes it easy for
knowledge workers to create compelling videos from their mobile device and share them via
their platform.
Allego offers onboarding, coaching, and video learning with a strong set of analytics. For skill
development and to reinforce learning in the field, Allego offers flash drills that deliver daily
questions to reps’ smartphones on the basis of individual competency attainment and needs.
The ability to access videos online and offline on mobile devices also makes Allego a solid option
for sales organizations.
Strengths
•
•
•
•

Video learning
Mobile support
Video creation
Analytics

Challenges
• Market awareness outside of the U.S.
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Bigtincan
Bigtincan, based in Boston, London and Australia, took on additional funding in 2018 which
allowed it to expand its management team and to make acquisitions. In 2018, Bigtincan
acquired Australian sales coaching and learning provider, Zunos, to bolster its My Learning
offering. Zunos will be bundled with Bigtincan and as well as sold standalone. Bigtincan also
enhanced its intelligent content analytics capabilities when it acquired Contendo in November
2017 to bolster its AI and content analytics capabilities. With Contendo and its new Ontology
capabilities, Bigtincan makes the job of finding the right content a seamless experience.
Zunos also enables the creation of courses via an intuitive course builder. With mobile and inapp messages, micro-learning can be delivered just in time, which is critical. With Zunos,
Bigtincan is one of the only engagement vendors to offer full channel enablement. The Bigtincan
Hub is optimized for iOS-based tablets and is seeing increased use cases in both sales and
service. The ability to synch training files for offline access is critical for many sales and service
teams.
Strengths
• Mobile sales and service
• Sales coaching and learning
•
•
•
•

Challenges
• Market awareness outside of the
U.S.

Analytics
Salesforce and Outlook integration
Mobile apps and full support for iOS, Google, and Windows
Content analytics
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Brainshark
Brainshark was one of the pioneers in sales coaching and learning. In 2018, it made significant
investments in intelligent content analytics capabilities with its AI-powered engine for improving
sales coaching and practice via video. The demand for sales coaching and learning is expected
to grow over the next five years, and Brainshark’s coaching technology provides an easy way
for sales leaders to certify that their teams can apply training through video pitch practice, hone
their skills via feedback and ratings, and help sellers practice and prepare for customer
presentations.
Brainshark still offers engagement functionality for content creation, management and sharing. That
being said, its main focus is being a sales coaching and learning platform provider. As such,
Brainshark now partners with SEP providers, including Highspot. Brainshark can run natively in
Salesforce CRM and is integrated with Microsoft Dynamics 365.
Strengths
• Onboarding and learning
• Content and learning analytics

Challenges
• Focus outside of sales coaching and learning

• Salesforce and Outlook integrations
• Content creation and sharing
• Video coaching and practice
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gomo Learning
gomo Learning acquired video platform provider KZO, based in Reston, Virginia, in 2018.
gomo offers a complete video learning offering that makes it ideal for sales. It also has
the full capabilities of KZO’s video platform, along with one of the easiest authoring
environments for creating compelling training content. gomo’s unique social video
features allow for increased engagement with video content.
Historically, KZO has been focused on use cases around learning, sales enablement, and
overall knowledge sharing. KZO also has experience in the defense and intelligence
sector, meaning it has exceeded some of the most stringent security and audit
requirements for video.
Strengths
•
•
•
•
•
•

Video content
Salesforce integration
Security and scalability
Mobile content creation
Mobile delivery
Testing and assessment

Challenges
• Market awareness in sales
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MindTickle
MindTickle, based in San Francisco, California and Pune, India raised a $27 million B round in
December 2017 for a total of $41.3 million in funding. It offers a SaaS-based sales readiness
platform for coaching and learning that includes onboarding, microlearning, role play, and
coaching modules, all delivered via web-browser or their mobile app. MindTickle enables sales
teams and managers to provide feedback, collaborate via forms and discussions, and compete
via leaderboards and other gamified capabilities. Its continued investment in product
development and a well-crafted roadmap based on customer needs has led to key enterprise
customer wins across verticals.
The MindTickle coaching framework offers function and role-specific competency maps in the
form of its Sales Capability Index™ that inform personalization of learning paths and coaching.
To address skill gaps, assessments and field observation capabilities also allow for remediation
through assigned learning and exercises by managers. MindTickle offers advanced analytics so
that sales leaders know which teams and individuals they need to focus on. Recent additions
include an Instructor Led Training module with built in scheduling and tracking and a growing
library of standard integrations to SEP, LMS, CRM and HR systems. MindTickle continues to win
new customers in the enterprise space and across industries based on the completeness of its
offering.
Strengths
● Platform approach and single data model
● Competency-driven coaching framework for reps
and managers
● Robust integrations to CRM, SE, LMS and HR
platforms
● Advanced analytics (including AI)
● Smart role plays
● Micro-learning with native content creation
capabilities

Challenges
• Awareness outside of the U.S. and India
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Rehearsal
Rehearsal VRP, based in Reno, Nevada and led by founder and CEO, Darik Volpa, was one of
the earliest providers of video-based sales coaching and learning. Rehearsal is completely
focused on video role plays, coaching feedback from managers and peer interactions via its
collaboration capability.
The built-in analytics provide sales reps and their managers with insights about where they are
in their training or onboarding, as well as what they need to focus on. Unique features, like Hot
Seat, help to drive knowledge retention by having competition and only enabling a one-time
answer. By leveraging Amazon AWS, Rehearsal can deliver sales coaching and learning
programs on a global basis.

Strengths
• Video role play

Challenges
• Market awareness

• Collaboration
• Analytics
• Ease of use
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SalesHood
SalesHood, based in San Francisco, California and led by CEO Elay Cohen, was founded with a
focus on sales coaching and learning. It has expanded its offering to include sales content
management and robust content analytics, making it one of the emerging SEPs to also offer
coaching and learning. SalesHood continues to power a number of fast growing, sales-focused
firms by enabling consistency of delivery, due to its role play capabilities. SalesHood is also focusing
on enablement for partners, an offering it calls PartnerHood.
SalesHood enables the delivery of branded content and videos. The ability to surface the right
content in Opportunities in Salesforce based on the status of the opportunity is helping SalesHood
to win sales content management opportunities. SalesHood also enables automated content
delivery that can increase overall productivity of sales teams. Finally, SalesHood provides a robust
library of sales training content, which we expect others to emulate in sales coaching and learning.

Strengths
• Sales content management
• Sales coaching and learning
•
•
•
•

Challenges
• Market awareness

Social learning
Front-line manager enablement
Performance analytics and correlation
Ease of use

• Deep enablement domain expertise
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Showpad
Showpad continues to invest in market expansion and in its sales engagement platform. This
is due in part to continued investment, which resulted in another $25 million from Insight
Venture Partners. This investment enabled it to acquire Chicago-based LearnCore, which
gives it a foothold in sales coaching and learning.
Showpad Coach (formerly LearnCore) offers learning paths that deliver micro-learning course
for sales reps on the go. Showpad has built-in quizzes that help to access knowledge levels.
Showpad Coach courses follow a consistent methodology: learn, test, and Pitch IQ (which is
its role play module). Showpad Coach also offers built-in gamification features to incentivize
sales reps to constantly do better.
Strengths
• Mobile experience
•
•
•
•

Challenges

• Market awareness in U.S.

Content analytics
Content sharing
Salesforce integration
User interface
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Contenders
CommercialTribe
CommercialTribe, based in Denver, Colorado, offers a SLC platform that delivers on role plays
and ongoing skills development. CommercialTribe’s focus is equipping the frontline sales
manager to become an active participant in the coaching and development of their sellers by
providing them with a consistent framework to observe seller behavior in both simulated and live
selling environments.
With its mobile coaching application intended for use on joint sales calls, CommercialTribe gives
managers an easy, intuitive way to observe seller behavior, see behavioral gaps and strengths,
and prioritize their coaching time and energy. CommercialTribe helps enterprises create,
monitor, and measure coaching activity within the daily workflow of managers and sellers.

Strengths
• Role plays
• Ongoing skills development
• Mobile app

Challenges
• Balancing coaching vs. learning

• Coaching features
• Analytics
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Qstream
Based in Burlington, Massachusetts and Dublin, Ireland, Qstream focuses on long term
knowledge retention and behavior change to increase Salesforce proficiency to drive revenue.
Qstream solves a big problem: product cycles are short, and so is the lifespan of information.
When combined with proven testing effect and spaced education best practices (scenario-based
Q&A challenges, repetition, real-time feedback, peer interaction, and game mechanics), sales
reps are able to recall information and apply newly learned skills in the field sooner. Qstream
pioneered this multi-pronged delivery method for the life sciences industry and now is expanding
outside of that core market.
Qstream has made it easy to deliver, track and manage knowledge from a mobile device. Its
simple, question-based approach to knowledge delivery, which includes game mechanics, gives
sales professionals the right information at the right time to discuss it with prospects and
customers. Qstream supplements traditional L&D to reinforce knowledge, create meaningful
behavior change, and provide managers with the data they need, at the individual level, to
increase proficiency and ROI across the board.

Strengths
• Just-in-time knowledge delivery
• Analytics

Challenges
• Overall focus on video

• Mobile capabilities
• Life sciences install base
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SAP
SAP acquired CallidusCloud in April 2018 and rebranded it as the SAP Sales Cloud. The SAP
Sales Cloud includes the Litmos LMS, which is a sales coaching and learning offering that also
comes with pre-packaged, off-the-shelf training content.
Litmos is fully mobile-enabled, which is increasingly a requirement for sales teams. The focus of
SAP is on the entire sales enablement needs of a sales organization. Litmos is more-so focused
on the horizontal needs of an enterprise, which includes partner and channel solutions.

Strengths
• Mobile support

Challenges
• Video learning

• Other sales enablement modules
• Partner and channel training
• Off-the-shelf learning content
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Veelo
Veelo, based in Portland, Oregon, offers sales coaching and learning along with sales
enablement capabilities. For SCL, Veelo makes it easy to onboard new sales reps with ondemand micro-learning that includes practice sessions, video role plays, and scheduled
weekly Memory Boosts. Veelo includes tools for content creation, quizzes and for creating
learning paths.
Veelo Analytics, powered by Salesforce, keeps sales managers aware of who is on target with
their learning and onboarding activities. Gamification and certification keeps sales teams
engaged and on the path to higher performance. Training in context is a good way to deliver
the right training at a key point in a sale.
Strengths
•
•
•
•
•

Mobile experience
Video coaching and role play
Gamification
Salesforce integration
Content creation

Challenges

• Market awareness in U.S.
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Promising
LevelEleven
LevelEleven, based in Detroit, Michigan, and led by CEO Bob Marsh, focuses on sales coaching
and overall sales engagement. Its main focus is on driving engagement via leaderboards, content
automation and live broadcasts. In 2017, LevelEleven announced a partnership with Geopointe,
a geolocation solution for CRM that helps to automate field sales using geo-contextual intelligence.
The LevelEleven coaching module leverages analytics to allow managers to know who needs
coaching and what to focus on via its Coaching Cadences. With scorecards for both sales reps
and managers, sales leadership has an overview of the status of things and what teams need
attention.
Strengths
•
•
•
•

Coaching
Engagement
Analytics
Scorecards

Challenges
• Balancing the focus on coaching vs. learning
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LevelJump
LevelJump, based in Toronto, Canada, and led by CEO David Bloom, offers a sales coaching
and learning platform that can deliver prescriptive training sequences that are easy to build and
deploy. LevelJump runs natively in Salesforce Sales Cloud—a benefit to those enterprises that
leverage that platform.
LevelJump offers coaching rooms, which give a team a dedicated space for coaching. It also
provides a robust set of analytics that requires Salesforce to leverage them; one of which
includes tying training results to business outcomes.
Strengths
•
•
•
•

Salesforce native support
Analytics
Training sequences
Coaching rooms

Challenges
• Market awareness
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Aragon Advisory
•

Sales organizations should deploy a dedicated sales coaching and learning
offering to boost overall sales onboarding and overall performance.

•

Role plays are a vital part of any SCL offering. Enterprises should evaluate the
ease of use of the role play features before making a vendor selection.

•

Enterprises should realize that manager training is also something that is
overlooked.

Bottom Line
Sales coaching and learning is the newest and most focused way to onboard and
continuously train sales representatives and sales managers. SCL platforms offer a robust
and consistent way to deliver training that is vital to getting higher rates of achievement across
the sales organization. Enterprises should leverage this report to evaluate and select a SCL
provider that is separate and distinct from their current corporate LMS provider.
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